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SF Dockers
In Stopwark
Meet Oct. 2
SAN FRANCISCO — All dock
in the San Franci,wo Bay
will stop from 6 p.m. on
Wednesday, October 1, until 6
p.m. on Thursday, October 2,
and all Local 10 longshoremen
will be required to attend a stop
work meeting at Civic Auditorium.
work
Area

Dockers Get
8-Hour Day,
Pensions, Pay

Convoy.

VANCOUVER, B. C. — ILWU
longshoremen in British Columbia ended their month-old strike
September 22 with a smashing
victory.
They won a single agreement
covering nearly 2,000 member3
in Locals 501, 502, 503, 504 and
508, with virtually all strike demands met by the BC Shipping
Federation.
Cost items gained totaled 45
cents an hour.

The bring-your-lunch-along meeting
starting at 10 a.m. Thursday will take
uqp the "Perspectives and Program"
recommendations of the ILWU Coast
Negotiating Committee.
(Full text of the recommended "Perspectives and Program" will be found
ea pages 6 and 7—Ed.)
The program is being submitted to
bangshore and clerks locals for approval prior to a coast caucus to be
held before negotiations begin for a
new coast agreement to succeed the
present one expiring next June 15.

The agreement was approved in referendum ballot by a vote of 1101 to 192
and the men returned to work at 8 a.m.
'on Wednesday,'September 24.
The pay increase package came to 26
'cents spread over the next year. They
receive 7 cent,: an hour boost on return
to work, another 7 cents on May 1, 1959,
and still another 7 cents on November

r. Dooley Makes
L,..
, Discovery
lunelty
: (With apiiiegy to
the late Finley Peter Du
Dunne))

\II

'Ay, Mr. Dooley," said Hennessey,
"d'ya. read where Giniral ,Eelictrict
is goin' all out f'r right to work?"
"'Tis that Oi do," replied Mr.
Dooley, ".'n, Hinnissey, Oi've suddenly discivvered that Oi'm havin'
no'need hinceforth f'r a cirtin' brand
ave appliances 'n 'products, if you
know what Oi mean."
Teachers Rebuke Segregationists
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The American Federation of Teachers (AFL-CIO)
has backed up its stand in favor 'of
adiool integration by refusing to reinstate one of its locals in Chattanooga,
Tenn:, because it refused to integrate.

0.08 'TN
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Bridges Tells •CRDC 'We Have Got
To Break With The Past,' Cut Hours

.•
"Yon people don't know what is going
PORTLAND, Ore. — ILWU President Harry Bridges warned the largest on- elsewhere," he noted grimly. Inmeeting of the Columbia River District stead' of worrying over less important
Council ever held that it ts necessary things,"you'd better think law you can
meet the. machine — .they are laying
"to cut down on the 'hours unless we
people Off."In Hawaii's basic indtistry,
want the machine to enslave us."
"We must get out of this rat trap .of sugar, he pointed• out, there "used to he
working more and more hours for 30,000 workers; now Only;.1.3,500.".In
enough to live on," Bridges told council 'the East,- he said "UE offered to give
delegates, LRC members, ILWU mem- up a wage increase if they would rebers and permit men jammed into the duce the hours; the employers told
first floor and overflowing into the gal- them to go to hell • . , it's the same
thing in steel and rubber."
lery of the Local 8 hiring hall.
Bridges declared if the men who
"The answer to the machine is
shorter hours, with no cut in take home "died for us on Bloody Thursday were
pay," he declared. "We have got to to return today and see the rat race
break with the past."
we're in, they would wonder what the
The meeting was transferred from hell we are dding." .However: ,he said,
II'wport to facilitate a report from "we • are driving back_ to the program
Bridges and Coast Labor Relations they died for
six hours and go home.
Committeeman L. B. Thomas on the ob- But we have to have enough to live on."
jectives back of the renewed talks with
GET OUT OF RUT
PMA on ,mechanization.
That's what We have to think about,
SUBJECT TO CHANGE
he emphasized — ."getting .out of the
Compared to workers in other indus- rut of long hours, night work and
tries, longshore has not felt the full dangerout work;" instead of "staggerimpact of the mach inc qr the "reces- ing around trying to keep up with livsion, which is still with us; but this ing costs until, when we reach pension
situation is subject to change," he age, we are damn near dead!"
warned:. Declaring the "caucus, here, last Fall

and the present contract," ip which we
won a good part of our demands, "including a shortening of the working
day from nine hours to eight, and the
talks on 'mechanization slated to begin
with the employers in San Francisco
are "a beginning, we must go on With
"The answer to the machine is fewer
hours and a share of the employers'
savings, or profits. We have to meet
the machine with a program of shorterhours ; maintaining and increasing
take-home pay; easier and safer ,work;
guarantees that not a single man will
(Continued on Back Page)

SAN FRANCISCO — The ILWU International officers wired The num
Central Strike Committee in Vancouver, September 23 as follows:
"CONGRATULATIONS OST A MAGNIFICENT 'VICTORY. AT A TIME
WHEN MANY UNIONS ARE IN FULL
RETREAT AND ANTI-UNION EMPLOYERS AND POLITICIANS ARE
DRIVING- HARD YOUR VICTORY
DESERVES SPECIAL ACCLAIM. WE
ARE PROUD ,OF THE SOLIDARITY,
UNDERSTANDING AND MILITANT
FIGHTING SPIRIT.OF THE BRITISH
coLuisniIA MEMBERSHIP WHICH
BROUGHT THE STRIKE TO ITS SUCCESSFUL CONCLUSION."
1, 1959, plus settlement pay equal to 5
cents an hour for hours worked between
May 1 to August 21, 1958.
Also won was a joint trusteeship and
administration pension plan to which
the employers will contribute 16 cents
per man-hour.
VACATION IMPROVED
Pension benefits will equal $3 per
year from the time of employment. The.
plan has provision for optional employee contribption for increased benefits:
Paid vacations on the basis of seniority and requirements of the Annual
Vacation Act were improved and Increased with additional employer, contribution of 3 cents an hour.
The work day was reduced from 9 to
8 hours.
There will be no discrimination bilkcause of strike activity.
(Continued on Back Page)

Who Said HI
"The only people who pay the full tax rate today are the owl.
scientious or powerless. The idea that we have a progressive rats,
of taxation.is only a facade. Though our tax bracket goes way up,
actually the effective tax rate averages only 28 percent. This is ,
because those in the upper brackets can avoid taxes through
capital gains, through depletion allowances and through state and
local bond issues which are tax free."
(Turn to last page for name of author)
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Campaign Poison

HE SUCCESSES or failures of any major union or group of
workers in the United States affect what happens to other
workers in other industries. The ILWU is an independent union.
Yet we know that our own futures are tied in with what happens
to the rest of organized labor. For this selfish reason, alone, we
are anxious to see the rest of the labor movement mark up impressive gains in bargaining with the employers.
The most important labor bargaining in the United States in
1958 has been taking place in the auto industry. It's important
to us to understand what's going on and to draw our own conclusions and lessons from it.
After fruitless bargaining earlier this year the UAW contracts with the Big Three--t-Ford, General Motors and Chrysler—
all expired. The union turned down the employers' offers as insufficient, took a strike vote, and continued to work without
a contract for the next three months. The explanation for this
policy was that in the fall, when the 1959 models were underway, the companies would be more vulnerable to strike action.
The promise was held out to the rank and file that unless the employers voluntarily came across on the issues really bothering
.
the men the lines would be drawn for a battle.
What were some of the major issues? Wholesale displacement of auto workers by new automated machines and equipment, and by the consolidation of production. Inadequate seniority provisions to protect displaced workers and to handle upgrading. Accumulation of unsettled grievances—primarily on
work standards, new operations, etc. More money. Higher pension
and unemployment benefits.
A year ago the national union leadership, under the prompting of the giant Ford local 600, began talking about the need
for a shorter work week. But this program was quickly abandoned for something called "profit sharing," a proposal which
was discussed in this column at the time.
While all kinds of steam was being blown into the profit
sharing idea, and while the union lobbied in Washington for
higher military spending to make more jobs, conditions in the
plants really went downhill. Grievances piled up, companies refused to meet with union representatives and even forbade union
committeemen from circulating through the plants. Rank and file
strikes broke out as the employers, taking advantage of no-contract, really toughened up.
In Pontiac Motors men walked off the job wben ,they were
forbidden to talk to each other! In Hamilton, according to the
UAW, employes were forbidden to take a drink of water.

T

HAT WE PREDICTED following the primary election in California last June,
namely, that big money from all over would be
poured into the state for the purpose of putting
over William Knowland for governor and for
making law out of the union-wrecking proposition, No. 18 on the ballot, is coming to pass.

W

We also predicted that the campaign would
shape up dirty, considering the stakes for which
Knowland and his backers are playing, and that
Is beginning, too.
How low the Knowland forces will stoop is
Indicated by his and their refusal to disavow
the support of the notorious anti-semite and
race hater, Joseph Kamp. The only embarrassment Mr. Knowland seemed to suffer out of his
Wife's energetic effort to distribute the smear
pamphlet against a labor union written by
}Camp "in the hundreds of thousands" was that
it lacked the union label.
Imagine the assistant publisher of The Oakland Tribune bleeding for the union label! The
Trib, while organized in the mechanical departments, tolerates no bona fide union in its
editorial department, but has instead a closed
shop company union. In other words Knowland
Is for compulsory unionism if he and his family
are the compulsors. All other sizable papers in
the Bay Area have the San Francisco-Oakland
newspaper Guild union shop.

ENERAL ELECTRIC, Gulf Oil and Aerojet Corporation are but the first Big Business outfits to jump into the fight to put over
Proposition 18 in California and Initiative 202
In Washington' and similar measures in four
Other states. They have announced their readilaess and intent to spend huge sums out of their
treasuries. This means that workers buying
their products are paying for the billboards,
lull page newspaper ads and other expensive
Madison Avenue -slickness intended to wreck
Their unions and roll the clock back to low wage
Competition for jobs, lousy conditions and seflul'ity that depends upon the whim of the boss
It Is inconceivable that Labor could come
tiwithin spitting distance of matching funds with
iI
'c'

G

the union wreckers. There is only one way in
which Labor can match and overtake them,
and that is to get its ranks on the job to carry
the truth to the voters who fail to understand
the seriousness of the chaos that would follow
passage of Proposition 18 and Initiative 202.

NE OF the crudest lies about so-called
"right to work" is being spread among
minority groups, _especially in Southern California. Minority groups have always had tough
sledding in their fight for equal rights and
equal job opportunity. Admittedly there are
some backward unions. But the- over-all union
record as compared to the over-all employer
record is good.

O

Propositions 18 and 202 are not the answer to
the problem of the minority workers. Withoul
strong democratic unions the minority workers
will suffer most, for the boss will be able to
exercise his prejudices without effective challenge. It was union men and women, not the
bosses, who fought for FEP laws (to which
Knowland has always been opposed) and it is
union men and women who fight to enforce
these laws wherever we have them.
"Right-to-work" gives no one a right to a
job. It will not protect, but on the contrary will
strip protection, from minority groups.
We are in a serious fight and we had better
get to work fast.
.,

tj
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aidir.-1A-3/1/lage.
HEN THE negotiations with Ford resumed a few weeks ago,
instead of facing separate employers who were anxious to
settle in order to get on with their 1959 production, the union
met a united front for the first time in history. The word went
out that if Ford was struck, the other two major outfits would •
lockout.
In addition the anti-labor drive—stirred up by the McClellan
Committee investigations, the press and the politicians—didn't
strengthen the union's position any. There is more anti-union
feeling in the United States today than in many years. The
whole labor movement has been smeared and put on the defensive by the exaggerations, distortions and outright lies pouring out of Washington. And let's not forget how the AFL-CIO,
especially the top leadership of the UAW, welcomed the McClellan investigations, praised their operation rind then tried
to use the Committee's hearings and reports for internal purposes within the labor movement.
Meany and Reuther may have thought they could use the
Senate Committee to do a job on the Teamsters. But in the final
payoff for any union—which is what it gets for the rank and
file—the evil, anti-union poison of the McClellan Committee has
done more harm to the auto workers' negotiations than it so far
seems to' have done to anyone else, and much more than to the
teamsters who have really been going to town with excellent
pork chop gains and organization.
There were other problems. The heavy unemployment among
the auto workers was not being ended by the production of the
1959.cars. Yet the rank and file, by secret ballot, voted 90 per
cent to strike.
What seemed to he absent was a clear-cut fighting program
which would protect job security, reduce hours and win a substantial part of the benefits of increased productivity for the
men.
We have no intention of telling other unions how to run their
affairs. We recognize that the auto workers really had some
rough problems on their hands in these negotiations. It can well
be that these problems are quite different from our own. But
when they're all boiled down they all come out at the same place.
How best to build up the unions fighting strength and then use
it in order to get the most for the members.

W

unchanged
"THE FORD settlement on wages left the formula
voluntarbeen
precisely
what
had
contract;
is
it
from the 1955
cents
ily offered by the employers last *spring—an average of ten
supthe
in
The
years'.
increases
the
next
three
of
each
a year for
pay
severance
the
new
and
plemental unemployment benefits
out
provision cost the employers nothing. These will be paid for
since
purposes
for
these
accumulated
fundstalready
of the huge
worker
1955. The fact is that it was so tough for an unemployed
low
to become eligible for these benefits and the level was so
to'
objection
had
no
employers
grew.
The
just
that the funds
,(Continued on Page 4)
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Sen. Morse Says Wüiles
Tricked Senate, People

Page 3

DISPATCHER

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Oregon's US manip
ulator of world events. He roves
Senator Wayne Morse in The Nation from
capital to capital, dealing and nelast week charged Secretary of State gotia
ting and making American policies
John Foster Dulles with "deception and and comm
itments that are often exintellectual dishonesty toward congress clusi
vely his.
and the American people."
:nsea his lips.
• "But the lone-wolf diplomat and
He also said the American people are world
-shaker of the nineteenth century
Give labor
faced with "the absence of a President is
out of date. Nor does he have any
willing and able te exercise his place
in the American system. As
duties ..."
Dulles proudly treads the brink of war,
In his article Morse'declared that the he also
treads the brink of unconstituevents off the coast of China in the tional
ity, for his commitment to QueFormosa Straits "demonstrate that moy
in the Far East, as in Lebanon, is
our constitution, which places the his
own and not that of Congress.
power to declare war in congress, has
POLICY BELONGS TO PEOPLE
been superceded in some respects by
events and in others by design."
"American foreign policy belongs to
the people, and not to Dulles or any
ABETTED BY APATHY
Events put Mao Tse-tung in power on other single man. And constitutionally,
the Chinese mainland and paired him the people speak on foreign policy
off against Chiang Kai-shek on For- through both the Congress and the
mosa, said Morse, but it is 'design President. "Basically, of course, the nation
abetted by apathy that has turned over
to the secretary of state the determina- needs a President who knows what is
tion of what the United States shall do going on, who has the background and
for its defense and when it shall do it. capability of weighing matters of interBack in 1955, the writer noted, he national import, and who accepts the
and Senators Lehman of New York and responsibility for making the necessary
Langer of North Dakota voted against decisions. A Dulles, and a Sherman
the Formosa resolution which declared Adams, are bound to evolve from a
that the Western Pacific island chain, leaderless administration such as this
of which Formoha is a part, is "essen- one.
• "For Dwight Eisenhower occupies
tial to the vital interests of the Unite
d the White
House — occasionally — but
States ..."
Morse stated that as a member of the he does not exercise the powers or
Senate Foreign Relations Committee he duties of the Presidency. The vacuum
couldn't agree to delegate authority to at the top is filled by Dulles on foreignthe president to make a finding which policy matters and by Adams on domestic matters. Since neither is an
would bring the US into war.
elected official, responsible to the
peoMorse charged that the so-called
"Formosa Treaty" was so loosely ple, their exercise of executive power
worded as to make it possible for the goes on behind closed doors.
"right-to-wreck" forces are out to insult as
MORE THAN WE WANT TO PAY
president, on his own say so, to order
well as to injure labor. To put up a huge billboard they
a preventative war on the mainland of
"Neither Congress nor the people can chose the very corner, at Steuart and Mission Streets, in San Francisco, where
China, to defend Quemoy and Matsu.
detect what they are doing until the Howard Sperry, longshoreman, and Nick Bordoise, marine cook, paid with their
policies are made and the decisions an- lives in 1934 in order to build trade unionism. Sperry, dead, and Bordoise, morOTHERS WILL NOT SUPPORT
tally wounded, are shown where they lay after police
bullets hit them on Bloody
Furthermore, he wrote, "other free nounced — if they are announced. And
Thurs
day.
our
polici
es
in the Far East have been
nations have told us that they will not
come to our support if we get em- emerging from Dulles, the Secretary of
State, the anonymous spokesman,
broiled" over them (the offsh
from
ore IsAdmiral Smoot, the American Comlands)."
mand
er
in the Formosa Strait, but not
Morse also stated that the senate understood iii1955 that It would be con- from the President of the United States.
"Both Congress and the people are
sulted if there were any questions
of
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)
action in regard to Quemoy and Matsu • responsible for permitting this condiQuarterly, an authoritative Capitol Hill
. tion to exist
in
Ameri
can
gover
nment.
Comments Morse:
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Bread and publication.
• And the price exacted for the Dulle
s butter problems and union curbs will
"Secretary of State Dulles was kid- polici
The poll indicated that the cost of
es, when we find out what they dominate
the 1958 Congressional elec- living, the recession and unemployment,
ding the United States Senate
and the are, may turn out to be far more than tion, accor
ding to a poll of lawmakers union regulation, federal spending and
American people when he gave
assur- Americans were ever willing to pay."
and editors made by Congressional taxes are the favorite campa
ance in 1955 that the advice and conign subsent of the senate would be sought in
jects of incumbent legislators who hope
connection with any such military opto return to Washington.
erations ...
Since the record of Congress on all
"He has now chosen to Ignore the
pocketbook issues except federal spend(From The Pacific Shipper)
advice and consent of the senate ...
ing—which scored a peacetime record—
The State Department, never averse
and has made a finding for the Amer-was anything but impressive, the C. Q.
One
can't
put
this
treati
se
on
the
to flying its victory signals even while
ican government that Quemoy
quiz tends to suggest some second
basis of recognition or nonrecognition
is eswhole gales are tearing the canvas
sential to our defense, a finding neith
sober thoughts when lawmakers reof of dictatorships, benign or otherwise.
er
the ship Of state into Irish pennants,
he nor the president is authorized
turned home to the election wars.
This country not only recognizes
to
has "leaked" a boast of the practical
make under the treaty.
Results of the poll covered replies
Nasser of Egypt but rescued him from
results of its policy of nonrecognition
"Ile may be able to get by with
from 190 Congressmen, both Democrats
his just desserts at the hands of our
this
of Red China. The thesis is, in the Allies
legalistic device is a matter
and Republicans, and 325 editors.
. We not only recognize Franco
of law,
main, that political conditions in the
but it is intellectually dishonest .
The top three issues selected by edi.of
Spain
,
who
did
his weak best to
..
Orient, vis-a-vis the United States, de- betra
What Dulles did may be legal, but
tors were: cost of living, recession and
y us into the hands of our eneit
rived many of their favorable aspects mies
was not right."
unemployment, controls on labor
of World War II, but we make
from the circumstance that Peking
unions.
NOT,WORTH AMERICAN LIFE
loans and gifts to this contemptible
does not have diplomatic recognition
Republicans chose federal spending,
Fascist. So Nasser and Franco are
Says Morse: "In my judgment, these
by the U. S.
curbs on unions, and cost of living
Fascists, perhaps,.and this explains
Islands are no more vital to Formosa
as
Now our special interest in recogni- all?
the three leading questions.
Not in the least, we recognize
than before. They are surely not worth
tion or nonrecognition — meaning by most
The
three major topics named by
if not all the other Communist
the loss of a single American life.
"special," outside our purview as a
If
Democrats were recession and unemdictators, and give military aid to
the Nationalist troops that have
loyal citizen interested in any governbeen
ployment, cost of living and socia
Tito, a renegade Red dictator. ,
sent there are so important
l
mental policy — is in the relation that
to Forsecurity.
mosa, they should be evacu
All this, however, begs an even
ated and
this subject bears to Red Chinese
Although the cost of living received
more vital issue. We contend that
put back on Formosa."
trade. From the standpoint of Ameri- while
high billing by all groups, the quest
diplomatic recognition might be
Morse charges Dulles with acting
ion
decan commerce or Pacific Coast ship- given
of tax cuts stood just ahead of tenth
or withheld as an instrument of
ceptively and dishonestly in his
ping we care no more about the diplo- diplo
dealplace
in
replies from editors, sixth in
matic policy, it ought not be
ings with the American people. At
matic handling of Mao Tse-tung than wield
one
selections by Republicans, and barely
ed as though it were a weapon.
moment he makes an official polic
our affairs in Patagonia, except as As
y
made tenth in the opinion of Demoa weapon, it has been much less
statement, and then has an "off
foreign trade is involved. And, make
the
crats.
than effective against Mao, and it is
record" briefing of the press in
no mistake on this, it is involved, in a time that
which
The all-important subject of foreign
this pretense—of nonrecoghe makes a completely opposite
large way — in a very large way, nition
state..
policy, which has been taking up
of China because of its adverse
meat.
se
from the vantage point of the Pacific
much front page space recently,
effect on China — ought to be shoved
"Why," asks Senator Morse, "shou
got
Coast.
ld
fifth place billing by the edito
into the ash-can where it belongs.
our foreign policy be stated
rs,
Aside from this, It must be said that
by a
seventh by the Republicans and
When the Secretary of State clears
masked man, anyway?"
fourth
if the status of American diplomacy
by the Democrats.
some of this confusion from his wellHe concludes in his Nation articl
anywhere in the world„inside or
e:
out- meaning but obstinate mind, we may
School integration received a
ninth
A ROMANTIC SELF IMAGE
the
side of
Far East, proves the virtue
place mention by editors but was
get an intelligent treatment of the
not
of U. S. diplomacy, then we are sadly great
"It would seem from his entire recor
included in the first ten issues listed
d
China problem. A by-product
_or perhaps we had better say,
by
as Secretary of State — and I have
hap- would be that the Latin Ameri
Repub
lican
s and Democrats.
cans
pily — misinformed on world condicovered only a small part of it here—
would be a bit less suspicious that
Federal aid for education, which octions. One need only look to Cana
that John Foster Dulles retains
da or dictators are favored in Washi
a
casio
ned so much debate and so little
ngton
Latin
Ameri
ca,
highly romantic mental image of himfriendly neighbors, to as long
as they are anti-Communist.
action in the 85th Congress, was
perceive that the State Depar
self and his role in world affairs.
setment Another by-product would be the
He
lected by Democrats as sixth in
grahas blundered, if you will pardo
seems to see himself as an Old World
order
n the tification of virtually all our allies
of importance, ninth by Repub
expression, from hell to
in
figure of the nineteenth century, a lone
licans
breakfast.
Europe and Asia.
and failed to make the first
ten in ths
editors' choices.

Bread and Butter, Union Curss
Will Be Subjects of Campaign

Using Recognition As Weapon

▪

▪
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At 80, Upton Sinclair Looks
Upon Battles Lost,a War Won
By ROY RINGER
(Courtesy *1 Los Angeles Mirror News)

MONROVIA, Calif.—Upton Sinclair,
rebel, was 80 on September 20.
He stands now in a doorway, gaunt
but straight, wearing what he always
wears — a sportshirt, white ducks and
tennis shoes.
He clasps your hand warmly in both
of his and leads you into the dimly lit
parlor of a white villa in the foothills
above Monrovia.
"I want you to meet my lady, Craig."
Mrs. Sinclair, 76, victim of three
heart attacks in four years, reaches a
thin, strong hand up from her sofa bed.
She smiles.
"The last newspaper reporter we saw
came over the wall — in broad daylight, mind you — to ask Upton all
sorts of unfair questicms. You won't be
like that, I know."
Her husband raises her head higher
with another-pillow, then settles himself in a rocking chair.
"My major project during the last
four years has been to keep that little
lady alive — to do or say nothing that
will worry her. And that means keeping
out of politics.
"She will permit me to say only that
I vote the Democratic ticket."
PLAIN DEMOCRAT'
The man who ran for Governor of
California three times — twice as a
Socialist and once as a Democrat —
was suddenly thoughtful.
"Looking back now I wonder if I ever
was a Socialist. Or even a Democrat.
Wouldn't it be more accurate, Craig, to
call me an Industrial Democrat?"
Her voice was small but firm.
"Don't confuse everyone, Upton.
You're a Democrat, Period."
"All right, dear. I'm just a plain
Democrat."
On the walls of the room are hundreds of photographs — all in trim
black frames. Upton Sinclair with Jack
London, with the Poet George Sterling,
with George Bernard Shaw, with Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr.
And many of Upton Sinclair in the
summer of 1934—speaking from trains
and platforms and sound trucks gaudy
with bunting. That was the EPIC year
— the crusade to End Poverty in Cali/ornia with a make-work program.
He was given 879,537 votes for Governor that year. But the Republican
Frank Merriam had 1,138,620.
How would California be different
today if Upton Sinclair had won?
His pale eyes quicken behind the rimless glasses.
"We did win. We gave California and
all the other States an exciting awareness of what democracy really is.
F. D. R. was listening to us. And a
young District Attorney in Alameda
County was listening. A fellow by the
name of Earl Warren.
"Look what we have today. Social
Security, workers' compensation, unemployment insurance, a powerful trend
toward public ownership of utilities.
"In '34 they said we were radicals —
anarchists — for proposing all this.
And now we find a Republican President enlarging on the EPIC plan, extending all those benefits to more and
more people."
His wife chides him.
"Aren't you bragging a little, Upton?"
"Just a little, dear."
I And now his eyes turn to the pictures
on the wall. Who was the greatest?
, "One stands out above all the others
—George Bernard Shaw. He was a Voltaire. He had a superb wit that cut like
a knife, letting light and air into the
brains of four generations. There has
been no one like him."
GRANDEST REBEL
He is silent for a long time — rernembering the distant summer when
he met Shaw for the first time in a
meadow in Germany — remembering
the summer Shaw came to visit him
here.
Since his early 20s, Upton Sinclair
has been a rebel with a thousand
causes. He has been in and out of jails,
picket lines — and man's conscience —
for half a century.

Greetings
and Reply
SAN FRANCISCO 9-20-58
UPTON SINCLAIR,
MONROVIA, CALIF.
SINCERE CONGRATULATIONS
AND BEST WISHES ON YOUR
EIGHTIETH ANNIVERSARY.
YOUR GREAT AND CONTINUING
CONTRIBUTION TO THE STRUGGLE FOR JUST REFORMS WILL
LONG STAND OUT IN HISTORY.
HARRY BRIDGES, President; J. B.
ROBERTSON, First Vice President;
GERMAIN BULCKE, Second Vice
President; LOUIS GOLDBLATT,
Secretary- Treasurer, INTERNATIONAL LONGSHOREMEN'S
WAREHOUSEMEN'S UNION.

Box 266, Monrovia
Dear Bridges, Robertson, Bulcke and
Goldblatt:
What a nice telegram to get from
you folks!
There were a lot of them, but I
picked yours out to answer right off.
You know I went to jail for you folks
In San Pedro, 1923.
Sincerely,
UPTON SINCLAIR.
(Among many others to wish Mr.
Sinclair the best was Prime Minister
Nehru of India—Ed.)
He has written 82 books that can be
read today in 60 languages. One of
them won a Pulitzer prize — another
a nomination for the Nobel prize.
Almost all of them had social protest
as their theme.
Looking back, what would he
change?
"Not a day of my life — not a word
of the millions I wrote. If I was not
always right, I was always looking for
the right. What more can a man do
with his life?"
At 80 Upton Sinclair is still working.
His latest project is a book of letters
written to him by the famous personalities of his time.
"But I haven't been able to please
my publisher. When I use a letter from
Novelist Gertrude Atherton or George
Sterling, he tells me I must write a
biographical note telling who they are.
"Are that many of my old friends
that obscure? It's hard to accept. But
I suppose my publisher is right."
He is also polishing a play.
"It's one more variation on the Faust
legend. My man is a California scientist
who sells his soul to the devil for the
secret of nuclear fission. You can imagine where it goes from there."
H-BOMB ROULETTE
Where is the world going from here?
"The H-bomb will decide that. All
nations today are full of pride. They
will yield nothing — not one iota of
their prestige.
"But they are going to have to yield
— or war will come. And whoever is
losing that war will not hesitate to use
the bomb."
His shoulders sag.
"I couldn't guess where the world's
going. I just don't know."

'MI Looking up Golden Gate -Avenue from Market Street CallNo ora
""
"
1 fornia voters are clearly advised by ILWU to vote "no" on

the "right-to-wreck" proposition, Number 18. The sign is on the ILWU building

at 150 Golden Gate Ave.

CRDC Donates $50 to Aid
Heikkila Deportation Case
PORTLAND, Ore. — The ILWLT Columbia River District Council in an
overflow meeting last week voted moral
and financial support to William Heikkila, the San Francisco draftsman
whose kidnapping on the street by immigration officials and trip to Finland
made international headlines.
In moving to aid Heikkila, the council reaffirmed action taken in his behalf last April; donated $50 to his defense and urged affiliates to make similar donations.
The motion was made after Heikkila, a guest speaker, had given the
delegates a vivid word picture of his
trip to Helsinki and back at government expense.
Charging that "I'm not the only one
who has been kidnapped under the Walter-McCarran law," the San Franciscan

On The Beam...by
(Continued from Page 2)
providing more benefits at no new cost
to them. And finally, pensions were
raised from $2.25 for each year of service to $2.40. It makes for a $70 a month
pension after twenty-five years in the
industry.
Nothing was done on the length of
the work shift or the work week. The
seniority problem, still remains a problem. Retraining programs and re-educating programs for older workers to
fit them for the new machines and
methods were not agreed to. And the
long-awaited overhauling of the grievance machinery was shelved for three
more years.
The auto industry will be turning out
Its annual production with fewer and
fewer workers as each year passes. The
period 1958-1959 might well mark the

Auto Workers Ford Contract
Will Cost Company Nothing
(Special to The Dispatcher)

DETROIT — The 3-year contract
agreed to last Wednesday by Ford and
the Auto Workers Union falls short of
the union's demands but it nevertheless
provides certain gains over the old
agreement.
The basic wage provisions are unchanged from the old contract which
was negotiated in 1955. The employees
will continue to get an increase for
each of the three years of the new contract, averaging out at 10 cents an
hour. The wage settlement was precisely what had been voluntarily offered
by the employers last spring.
Changes were made in the supplernentary unemployment benefits program, but all of these are minor. For
example, in those states where unemployment compensation is provided for

said, "the only difference between my
case and that of your member Martin
Jiminez of Local 6, aside from the fact
he had fifty cents in his pocket and I
had $2.50, was the fact his case did not
hit the front page and mine did."
The international protest over his
abduction forced the Immigration Service to bring Heikkila back to San Francisco. But Commissioner Swing is now
determined to deport him "legally,"
and has said publicly: "Either Heikkila
goes or I go."
On his way up the Coast, Heikkila
who is on vacation with his wife, Phyllis, was invited to speak to Local 12.
The local voted a 50 cent assessment In
his behalf, delegates said.
The next council meeting will be in
Newport on Columbus Day.

39 weeks instead of the customary 26,
the SUB benefits will likewise be extended 13 more weeks.
It was noted by the Ford Company
that the increase in benefits both for
supplemental unemployment and for
the new severance pay program would
not cost the company a single additional cent. The whole burden of the cost
would be borne by the funds already
accumulated under the terms of the
1955 contract.
In addition there were certain minor
improvements in the health and welfare
program.
Other changes negotiated included an
increase in the midnight shift premium
from 7.5 per cent to 10 per cent. Time
and one-half will be paid for Saturday
work as such, except in certain situations.

Harry Bridges

greatest productivity breakthrough in
decades. And, as productivity increases,
and labor costs per car go down, profits
will increase to new high levels. You
can already read in the business publications that it is estimated that profits
will jump five times faster than production in the months ahead.
Imagine what the auto workers would
think of the contract results and the
developing program on mechanization
that we have in longshore. Or the
guarantee we won after a three month
Sugar strike in Hawaii that there would
be no lay offs for a year.
It does us no good, only harm, when
a major group of workers like those in
auto aren't able to move ahead. Certainly there is no doubt about the determination of the rank and file and their
willingness to fight for a program,
We should all think over what has
just happened in auto. And make certain that we don't fall—or get pushed
—into the pitfalls that are all around
these days.
There is no easy way out for any
union. You're either going to fight or
you're going to fade.
Reuther and the Auto Workers still
have a couple of tough contracts to
negotiate, including one with the biggest corporation in the world—General
Motors. We wish them well and we will
extend them any help we can if it Is
needed. Whatever our differences with
Reuther—and we have them—they do
not extend to getting satisfaction from
seeing the powerful auto industry do a
job on him or the union to the detriment of the rank and file.

Fat people should not be taken In
by promises they can "shake it off"
with vibrator devices, the Federal Food
and Drug Administration warned in its
August report.
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Senate Probe
Inspires Many
NLRB Beefs
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office).

WASHINGTON, D. C. -- Highlights
of the NLRB statistical summary for
the 3-month period ending June 30 tend
to underscore the anti-union trend inspired by the McClellan Committee
hearings.
Some meaningful points in the report
are:
1. The number of unfair labor praotice cases filed at the regional offices
reached an all-time high for the third
consecutive quarter.
2. The number of charges filed by
individual workers established an alltime record;-these cases accounted for
65 per cent of the charg;s filed.
3. The number of decertification
elections reached another all-time high.
The only cheerful note of any consequence was the statement that unions
won 66 per cent of all collective bargaining elections, the best accomplishment for any quarter since January 1,
1957. But it is to be noted that this
figure is far below the normal level for
previous years.

Peacetime Vets
Get Delayed Break
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Peacetime
veterans will be eligible for unemployment compensation benefits the last
week in October as the result of a bill
passed by the last Congress and signed
into law by the President.
Without the new law, veterans who
had not served in World War II or
Korea had to establish a civilian job
record before becoming eligible for jobless pay.
These former servicemen can now
qualify for benefits according to the
law of the state in which they file.
States will be reimbursed by the Federal government for money paid out
under this program.

•

Auxiliary Board

The ILWU Federated Auxiliaries Executive Board met in San Francisco September 19 an,
20. Around tho table, left to right: Mollie Berry, Bernice Watkins, vice president, Northern California; Cleo Simpson, Alice Blixt, vice president, Canada; Ora Lindberg, vice president, Washington; Gladys
Hoover, treasurer; Norma Wyatt, secretary; Valerie Taylor, president; Alice Van Brunt, first vice president; Ruth Harris, Rose Arian, vice president, Southern California, and Vernice Munger. ILWU Federated Auxiliary's executive board
meeting at 150 Golden Gate, September 19-20, 1958.

ILWU Federated Auxiliaries Vow to
Fight Proposition 18 and Initiative 202

SAN FRANCISCO, Calif. — The
ILWU Federated Auxiliaries Executive
Board completed a two day conference
in the ILWU building and resolved to
make its No. 1 job to work for the
defeat of "the right-to-work" proposals
in Washington and California.
The board called for federal aid -to
education,from nursery school through
post graduate college work, demanded
that Governor Orval Faubus keep order
in his state and carry out the mandate
for school integration, urged President
Eisenhower to remove the immigration and naturalization service from
the justice department and establish it
as an independent agency.
The board members will continue to
ask repeal of the Walter-McCarren and
Taft-Hartley laws, and an end to A and
H bomb tests. Congress was requested
to work through the United Nations orLOS ANGELES — ILWU Local 26 ganization.in settling world differences.
members in the scrap industry here, The group called for the removal of US
covered by a master contract, will re- troops from Lebanon and an end to
ceive an automatic 6 cents an hour in- middle eastern intervention. Continued
crease October 1, as the result of an interest in Hawaiian statehood was exagreement negotiated last April.
pressed by a resolution adopted by the
Health and welfare contribution by meeting.
the employer will also be increased by.
DR. PAULI:NG HAILED
$1.15 a worker a month, to continue
The conference voted to congratulate
Class A coverage.
Dr. Linus Pauling's proposal for a
Plants where the increase will go into World Peace Research Organization
effect include: Berg Metals, Berg Pipe within the UN. Senator Wayne L.
and Steel, Alpert & Alpert, Colen & Morse (Dem., Ore.) was also supported
Sons, Eastern Smelting, Lipsett, Aaron on his position regarding China and
Ferer, Mid-City Iron & Steel, Finkel- opposition to use of American troops
stein Supply and California-Eureka aiding Chiang Kai-shek.
Bottle Co.
The Auxiliaries also went on record
At Ernest Meyer and Senegram com- to request Governor Folsom of Alapanies, which process scrap cloth, work- bama to grant executive clemency to
ers received an 8 cents an hour package Jimmy Wilson, whose case has gained
Increase.
world wide attention for the death sen-

Automatic Increase
Due in LA Scrap

tence over thelheft of $1.95.
A budget was adopted for the federation and plans made for future organization of the waterfront auxiliaries.
The group reiterated its position calling for world trade. Guest speaker was
J. R. Robertson, ILWU first vice presi-

dent and director of organization, who
talked on "Aspects of Mechanization
and Related Problems."
Mrs. Valerie Taylor, federated president, chaired the meeting. Auxiliaries
of Canada, Washington, Oregon and
California were represented.

Grounded Tanker Shows Need
For Deeper Columbia Channel
PORTLAND, Ore.--The tanker W. H.
Berg was grounded for more than three
hours in Portland's'upper harbor last
week. Tugs failed to dislodge the 8,000ton vessel, and part of the cargo had to
be pumped into barges before she could
be moved.
The oil was destined for the PG&E's
steam generator plant (where sawdust
burners have been converted to gasoil), just south of the Hawthorne Street
bridge.
It was the first attempt of an oceangoing tanker to service the plant. Capt.
Oscar Vera of the Berg, which was
drawing 30 feet, said the channel
charts, which were two years old,
showed a depth of 36 feet where -his
ship touched bottom. The Harbor Patrol
claimed the depth was 28/
1
2 feet on the
putgoing tide.
The incident illustrates the need for
channel improvement. A Japanese vessel loaded with scrap ran into difficulty
at the same point last August, and
there have been frequent groundings in
the lower river.
Portland's 110-mile channel to the
sea was developed 28 years ago and is
only 35 feet deep; side channels to

Rainier, Westport, Longview, St. Helens
and Vancouver are of even lesser draft.
ILWU, with the Columbia River
Pilots Assn., port commissions in two
states and other groups, is pushing fos
a 40-foot channel.

Want Good Teeth?
Dump Toothpaste!
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Officer

WASHINGTON, D. C.—If you b&
lieve the average blurb of the leading
toothpaste companies, you run the risk
of causing serious damage to your
teeth or even your entire body.
That's the gist of a warning in a ra.
port of the House Government Opera-,
tions Committee which takes the Federal Trade Commission to task for failing to enforce Federal statutes prow
hibiting false and misleading advert*
ing claims.
The Committee charged that much of
the more than $25 million spent an.'
nually by the 12 major dentifrice man*.
facturers, rather than encouraging
better dental care, had discouraged
proper dental hygiene.

ILWU Tells Italian Farm Workers of New Dignity in Hawaii

SAN FRANCISCO—The world wide
Interest in the kind of organization
ILWU represents in the Hawaii sugar
industry, was made apparent when
some time ago the secretary of the
Trade Unions International of Agricultural and Forestry Workers of Rome,
Italy, Signor R. Vidimari, sent a request for full information on the
ILWU's collective bargaining agreement in Hawaii.
Last week ILWU Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt wrote a long outline of the ILWU's history in Hawaii
and the progress made under this union
in the organization of workers there.
Mr. Vidimari was especially interested in ILWU's experience, in view of
a recent draft convention for plantations written by ILO—the International
Labor Organization.
Goldblatt noted that "because of the
international character of the sugar in-

dustry, we think you may be particu- "followed in many respects the typical paid,
to sugar workers anywhere in the
larly interested in what our union has pattern of a colonial plantation
indus- world."
succeeded in accomplishing on behalf try." He outlined the situation as
to
Other gains outlined to the Italian
of sugar workers."
low wages, the paternalistic system of unionist included the paid vacations,
He explained to the Italian trade perquisites, including plantation houspaid holidays, sick leave, elimination of
unionist that ILWU on Hawaiian plan- ing and company-controlled medical
discrimination, broadening of work op.
tations includes as part of the collec- plans.
portunity and much more besides.
tive bargaining unit a wide range of
He outlined the situation in which
In addition problems faced by sugar
workers from unskilled laborers to employers for many years have been
workers in Hawaii as a result of mech-i
highly skilled tradesmen—representing able to play one nationality group
off anization were discussed, with the
all workers below the level of super- against another and how
this gave the moves made by the union to meet these
visors, whether they work in the field, employers total control, which
meant new conditions by reduction in hours
in transporting the cane, in the sugar that where there was an
occasion, 1 of work and a pension plan.
mills, or even in plantation stores.
strike it was Proken by pitting one
•Goldblatt quoted from the officers"
Also represented are workers in the group off against another.
report to the 1955 ILWU Convention*
one small refinery in the Hawaiian
The Italian trade unionist was given on the tenth anniversary of
ILWU or.
Islands, Goldblatt explained, and most a complete breakdown on the. man3L
ganization in the Hawaii sugar indue•
of the raw sugar, transferred in bulk gains of ILWU in Hawaii, including
eli- try, which said in part:
to the mainland, is handled at both ends mination of the perquisite
system, the
"Through the union they have gained
by ILWU longshoremen, and refined at new medical plan and hospital
services, a new dignity, respect, and standing ie
Crockett, California, where this union the progressively rising wage
with the the community.In fighting and winning
represents the warehousemen, too.
statement that "though low by main- .their trade union rights they
build their
He noted that when ILWU started land US standards, the wages
of Hawaii own personal freedom in the finest
to organize the sugar industry, toward sugar workers are, according
to the US tradition of the American labor moyed
the end of world war II, the industry DepartMent of Agriculture,
the highest ment„"-
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Sweeping Revolution in Maritime

T,

HE AMERICAN maritime industry is now Undergoing the most
sweeping revolution in its entire history.
Nuclear powered vessels, container ships, improved ship design
and hatch layouts and new docks and new types of cargoes and cargo
loading equipment are already a reality. The question is no longer
what direction the industry will take but rather how rapidly it will
move along the path which has already been marked out.
It is a path of new and more complicated machines and methods
doing work which for years has been done by men's sweat and muscle.
In the long run—and of course it will be years before the entire
industry is revolutionized—this will mean that less of human labor
will be necessary to move cargo. At the same time it means that an
opportunity exists for the workers in the industry to put in fewer
hours with less exertion, for more money because of the new methods of cargo handling.
.
These are the facts of life about the industry in which the longshoremen, clerks, and walking bosses of the ILWU make their
living.
What should be done?
1 r As a union the ILWU can do one of two things. It can either
pretend that these sweeping changes are not going on and insist
upon doing business the same old way or it can face up to the new
situation and develop a program which fits the needs of the rank
and file- by getting them their share of the benefits which their labor will help bring to the industry.
A union which follows the first of these policies in the long run
is playing a losing game. When the fighting strength and drive of
the union are poured into this kind of a holding operation there
can be only one end result—disaster for the organization. No union
can meet its full responsibilities to its members by standing still or
holding the line.
After all the test of sourid union leadership is not so much consistency as it is the capacity to shift strategy with changing conditions. And above all, to look ahead and provide for future Contingencies.
The HAIM his always prided itself upon its skill in this direct
lion. John L. Lewis and the United, Mine Workers are an outstanding example of a union which has shown this ability over the years.
Who remembers the Iron Moulders Union today? They had a
fine militant tradition and wrote great pages in American labor
history. But they were incapable of changing with the times. So
that one day they woke up to discover that they still had excellent
contracts without any members or any influence in the giant iron
and steel industry.
The point we can never forget is that in union affairs, as in everything else, nothing but disaster can come from evading re-

• Linton Policies Must Meet Needs

T

Generi1 Perspect

Oldtimers identify this photograph as probably pie r 27 in San Francisco around
1923. Note Model T truck, electric jitneys, wood flooring and compare with

Adopted by the ILWU Coast Negofi
INTRODUCTION
The adoption of the present contract(The Dispatcher, July 18, 1958) established the 8-hour
shift as the first major step forward that has been
taken to meet the current problems facing the
waterfront members of the ILWU. The-perspective and program which follow outline the next
steps in the all-over approach of the union.
Basically, the problems facing the longshoremen and Clerks are no different from those with
which the members of unions in such industries
as auto, steel, trucking and others are beset
these days. The common pattern is one of increased mechanization of operations resulting
in greater productivity and output or tonnage,
using less men, who are employed fewer hours,
for a smaller take-home pay. This situation on
the job is taking place within a general recession
in the American economy which shows no signs
of reversing itself—at best, the economy may
stabilize at a point of high unemployment and
stay there for some time. In addition labor is
today under the most severe legislative, political
and legal attack.
The present contract which reduced the normal work, shift to 8 hours was only the first
major step by the longshore division to begin
solving these problems. It came about from
carrying out the policy decisions of the last two
longshoremen's and clerks' caucuses.
Now the follow-through from this first step
requires the following:
• A sound program aimed at protecting the job
security and improving the material well being of the coastwide registered work force;
• A long-range perspective which meets the
needs of the ILWU membership in a changing
industry., and at the same,time is consistent
with the basic social and economic objectives
of the entire American labor movement;
• Proiler understanding of such a program by
the entire rank and file membership of the
union coupled with a determination to fight
to put it across.

HE 1955 convention and the last three longshoremen's and
clerks' caucuses—after the 1957 international convention, at
Portland, and in San Francisco—adopted policies to meet the changing conditions in the industry. These were policies which were agreed
to after long debate. They were policies which expressed what the
delegates knew from their own experiences on th,e job and what
they knew to be the real facts about the attitude of the rank and file.
It's not enough for the union to be expert on what the industry
is up to and on the changes in cargoes and cargo handling. It's even• more important to be certain that union policies meet the wants and
the needs of the membership and are in line with what the membership is prepared to fight for. Frequently there is quite a difference
between what the men would like to have and what they're ready
to fight for.
Then there are the realities of the extent of the anti-labor drive
PROPOSED PROGRAM
by the employers and their politicians. The political, legislative and
It is proposed that a program be adopted at
legal attacks against labor have to be kept in mind when policies
this time which has three phases; they are as
simMcClellan
and
follows:.
Committee
are put together. Right-to-work, the
1. Resumption of Informal Discussions with
ilar anti-union efforts are all part of the picture. And finally, not
PMA
on Mechanization
• to be ignored, is the general state of the labor movement itself.
(a) The full negotiating committee shall at
I " If the whole labor movement is driving ahead, every working
once initiate the resumption of the temporarily.
retreating
before
standing
still
or
the
unions
are
'person benefits. If
-- suspended informal discussions with the PMA
on mechanization. These will be continued by
an attack, the effect is felt at every work bench and on every job
the
national officers and coast committee with
in the land.
understanding, of course, that all concluthe
It's no hard task to write high-sounding and empty policy statesions and recommendations will be referred
ments which list what's wrong and then list what will be done
back to the full committee for negotiation with
without facing up to the real difficulties in putting the program
the employers, and to the membership for ratification.
into effect. This is easy—and it's phoney. The convention and cau-'
(Cusgtiu

liso+t Column)

(b) Pending the oul
discussions the union Ni
line policy to maintain
to the manning and o
as applied to new ope
this is to avoid pieceme
tions under the provh
adopted, this policy wo
size of gangs until the
contract or until, as a z
upon changes, the pres
(c) The informal dis
be directed toward ol

benefits of mechanizat

in the form of increE
other improved benefi
whatever increases in
permium rates for skill,
from the employers in
(d) The employers
establish a training pri
—for the purpose of ti%
fill all jobs created by
(e} The jurisdiction
inaintained throughout
of stevedore operation
handling.
(f) A further reduct
companied by satisfac
home pay, must be on
membership of mechai
demand of working pe,
ber of hours they give
ployer each day. Today
ever to gain shorter
changes resulting from
goal is more in reach
The age-old fight to red
tically abandoned by l
tional labor movemen
however, aims to take
hours with new purpos
2. Preparation for Ni
The longshore divisic
expires next year. Fol
convention and the cal
seven months away, ne
up for a new agreernen
It is necessary right
our perspective on hou
and other benefits so
giVe support to the i
mechanization. In add
gram will have to be
is necessary to use th
develop the kind of un
the membership which
port strike action by I
cent of the rank and f
This meins that
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cus delegates did not fall into this trap. They faced all the facts,
both good and bad, and then agreed on policy.
This, then, was how the decisions were made. And these .twere
some of the considerations which were brought to bear in the caucus deliberations.
Directly as a result of these policies and directions came the recent
negotiations establishing the 8-hour shift. This was the first real step
in the whole union program.

Other Unions Have Same Problems

T

nd

modern methods of cargo handling, including Matson containers. Mechanization is on its way to the longshore industry, its pace accelerating.

otiating

Commiitee, September 11, 1958

mtcome of these informal
will adopt a firm hold-thein the status quo in regard
other contract provisions
perations. The purpose of
neal and local-by-local soluvisions of the contract. If
vould maintain the existing
te expiration of the present
a result of mutually agreed
•esent contract is amended.
liscussions with PMA shall
obtaining a share of the
ation for the membership.

'eased take-home pay and

.4its. This is in addition to
in the base rate and new
illed jobs will be demanded
in the next negotiations.
s shall be called upon to
program—at their expense
training ILWU members to
by mechanization.
cin of the ILWU shall be
lut in the changing pattern
ons and methods of cargo

iction in the work shift, acfactory increases in takeone of the benefits to the
ianization. It is the age-old
People—reducing the numre to the job and to the emly it is more important than
er hours because of the
)m mechanization; and this
th today than ever before.
'educe hours has been pracr large sections of the naent. The ILWU program,
te up the fight for shorter
mase and greater drive.
next Contract Negotiations
Sion holds a contract which
'ollowing the International
:!aucus in April, only some
negotiations will be opened
ent
it now to begin formulating
ours, wages and conditions
)that they will fit into and
informal discussion on
,ddition, because our proe fought for to be won, it
the intervening months to
unity and understanding in
ch will—if necessary-,---supa vote of at least 85 per
,
1 file in June,)1959.
the disa reements, eon-

fusions and disunity which now exist in the
ranks must be resolved, and as quickly as possible. Whether as the result of accident, or design, this situation has been seized upon by the
employers and exploited to their advantage. In
addition, the employers are making no secret
that they are preparing a record to be used
against us next year in negotiations. This adds
up to a dangerous situation from the union's
point of view, and should be put right at once
in the best interest of all members.
We can't expect to move ahead in the face of
the obstacles before us unless our own ranks
are iinited and ready to fight.
3. Advancement of Labor Unity
In order to add to the bargaining strength and
fighting ability of the ILWU it is necessary that
we improve our alliances with all other unions in the transportation industry of the United
States, and with the rest of the labor movement
in this country and overseas. Toward this end
it is proposed that the ILWU participate in any
conferences with the East Coast longshore union
and the Teamsters union, looking toward the
establishment of a permanent and official triunion committee to deal with the problems of
jurisdiction, mechanization, and uniform contract expiration dates.
In addition, it is urgent that we cooperate,
wherever possible, in a common program to defeat the legislative and political attacks directed
against the labor movement as a whole.
CONCLUSION
The three-point.Trogram outlined here will
be brought to the membership by means of reports at meetings and conferences and by whatever written material will help do the job. But
these, measures alone will not be enough. All
major gains by this union, and by all other unions, have only been won by struggle and by the
willingness of the members to fight.
The present reduction in the work shift is the
first step in the program to cut hours even further while driving to maintain and boost the
take-home pay of the members.
The entire American labor movement has become so dependent upon overtime work and pay,
to make ends meet that many basic trade union
objectives and purposes—like the shcirter work
shift — have become lost and forgotten. The
ILWU can fulfill its responsibility to our membership and to the American working people
as a whole by taking the lead in this fight today.
We broke the ice in 1934 with our own 6-hour
day but we have forgotten the original purpose
of the 6-hour day and have turned this great
achievement into an overtime gimmick. We must
make it into a maximum .work shift—as it was
intended to be. This goal can be won in the days
ahead. ,

• HE GENERAL perspective and program recently detailed by
the Coast Negotiating Committee—and printed elLewhere on
this page—now points out the direction to be followed as the next
steps by the ILWU.
This is the ILWU approach. But what about other unions? is it
true, as some claim, that there is no need to think in the kind of
terms laid out in the Negotiating Committee's program? What
about other unions?
•
Right now on the East Coast the ILA is involved in a critical
arbitration over the size of gangs to be used on the Grace Line's
new mechanized operation.
This new automatic cargo-handling gear combines a powerdriven, link-belt conveyor with. a synchronized automatic elevator.
Cargo is carried by forklifts to one of two side port openings in
the vessel and placed directly on the conveyor belt. The belt Moves
the loaded pallet to a midship elevator where it is automatically
lowered for placement in the hold.
The company estimates that with the new equipment they can
handle cargo-three times faster than at present; and in place of the
present twenty-five man gang Grace Lines proposes a basic eightman gang with two additional men as relief.
Employers on both coasts are watching this beef closely. There
is little doubt that the outcome will be important for all longshoremen, and that is'why the ILWU is so interested in developing a
• coordinated program on mechanization with the ILA and the Teamsters- Our problems are similar—in some cases identical—and the
compromises worked out by any one union will inevitably affect
the fortunes of the other.
Of course, it is inevitable that under an economic system such
as ours, workers will fear machines and other technological
changes. After all every change shapes up as a threat to someone's
job. As a result there is an- instinctive opposition to anything new.
It always seems safer to keep things as they are.
For example, many workers are reluctant to move toward a
reduced work shift these days. This is not because they love their
jobs and want to spend more time at work, hut because they need
the Money that comes from longer hours. It's not the shorter hours
as such which they oppose but the loss in take-home pay.

What Was Penalty' Became 'Privilege'

M

ANY LOCAL and international union officers all over the
country have testified that the niost numerous grievances
are disputes over the sharing of overtime work. In the past the
beef was that someone had been forced to work overtime by the
employer; today the beef usually is that he has been deprived of
a chance to make overtime pay.
The pressure of the high cost of living has become so-great that
workers are usually more anxious -to increase their income than to
work fewer hours.
So-,overtime work, which labor always considered a penalty has
been changed into a privilege.
But this demand for overtime work and for work beyond the
normal work shift holds true only for workers who are still lucky
enough to have a full week's work and a steady job.
For many thousands of workers—in auto, steel, electrical manufacturing, etc.—the problem these days is no longer competing
for the overtime, instead it is fighting for the chance to put in four
or five days of work each week at straight time pay.
In 1957-58 the Chrysler corporation employed some 95,000
hourly-rated employes to turn out the 1958 car production. As_production tapered off into the model changeover period everyone
was laid off. A few weeks -ago the corporation announced that it
planned to rehire 42,000 workers and that these would be enough
to manufacture the 1959 cars.
Consolidating plants, using new automated equipment and drastically trimming its work force, the Chrysler Corporation is driving
ahead to turn- out the same number or even more cars with fewer
workers. At. the same time it refuses even to discuss with the union
(Continued an next Page)
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More on Revolution in Maritime Industry
(continued from preceding page)
in five days." The newspapers praised Ford to the sky; most workor re-educating program for the displaced workers. ers
thought it was a speed-up.
This pattern is being repeated in company after company in
A leading industrial leader, in challenging Ford, spoke out in
American industry today. It adds up to more production with fewer word's
which seem to fit the "hungry ones" who are never satisfied
workers. Only where there is a strong union, ready and willing to
with the amount of work they get. He said:
fight, does it also add up to an opportunity for the workers to shafe
"I am convinced that the average American workman
in the pay-off of the new methods through greater lob security,
, does not want anybody, Mr. Ford or anyone else, to coearlier retirements, higher wages, shorter hours and other benerce him into curtailing his hours by arbitrary compulefits.
sion."
There's only one path for a union to follow, and that's the path
No t enefits Will Come Automatically
which makes life easier and better for the members and their famECHANIZATION, automation, and technological change ilies. This is no easy
path, and the whole distance can't be covered
give working people an opportunity, but only an opportun- in one giant step.
ity. All the machine guarantees is a new and advanced method of
Decisions have to be made, first on where we want to go and
production. It guarantees nothing to the workers. And none of the then on how to get there. Once this is
done, the big job remains
potential -benefits will even come automatically to the men.
of using all the strength and skill and experience of the rank and
There is only one answer to this situation, and it holds for all file to reach the goal.
unions in all industries; only a union policy which the members believe in, understand and are willing to fight for will "guarantee" that
the men on the job get their benefits, too.
It is obvious, for example, that shorter hours are both necessary and desirable from the point of view of the health and the
well-being of working people. And advanced methods of production
and cargo handling make shorter work shifts more and more practical.
But what about the fact that cutting back hours reduces takehome pay? There is only one answer to this—as the Negotiating
Committee points out—the union has to be prepared to throw its
fighting strength and its full economic' power behind a demand to
maintain and increase the take-home pay. There's nothing new or
novel about this—but many unions seem to have forgotten about
or lost this fighting power in recent years.
On the other hand, there always are a handful around who are
so "hungry" that they resent any program or any union contract
which puts a limit upon how many hours they can spend at work.
These are the men who live to work, not work to live. They'll
never be satisfied by the operation of the hiring hall or any other
union policy. In fact, they'll never be satisfied until they drop dead
on the job one day.

any retraining

M

There's Only One Path For A Union

The San Francisco Bay Area Longshoremen's
Memorial
and.1LWU Local 10 AdACK IN 1926 Henry Ford 'made the headlines with the an- ministration Building near Fishermen's WhaArIfinitoSraiunmF
completion. At top is a view of the administration
Below, copper
nouncement that his plants would operate on a five-day week. ing
tubing
oorin gfor
will heating
obveir nzeltauici)l inign.the floor Of the auditorium.
As he put it, he would "pay six days' pay for six days' work donepoured

Near Completion
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Ships of the Future
BY EDWARD P. TASTROM
OR MORE YEARS than anyone can remember, an
ocean-going vessel was like the old Model-T Ford. It
was a standard piece of floating equipment, little unchanged over the years as to hull design, basic layout
and propulsion equipinent.
A shipping executive once aptly described a ship as "an
oversize, floating container providing the cheapest form of
transportation."
While most ships now afloat still fit this description,
their days are numbered, for new vessels incorporating
the latest research and technological skills are just over
the horizon.
The maritime industry is in the midst of the biggest
wave of modernization in its long history. The ultimate result will be much faster, commercial ships, lower fuel
costs and enlarged cargo capacity for equivalent present
day -hull dimensions.
This will mean faster delivery of goods for the shipper
and reduced costs of transportation. The only roadblock
to progress in this direction is labor.
If the sea and dockworker unions are setting their
sights on skimming off all operating improvement gains
that now seem assured, through unrealistic wage demands,
no one is going to prosper, not even the union workers.
Technological improvements on the present scale are
something new in the maritime field and are just the kind
of blood transfusion needed to revitalize shipping. Workers
in many other industries have been confronted with similar developments, but their leaders have been smart
enough to mould policies in such a way as to permit the
fullest possible development by management of the imprred efficiency incentive.
*_ * * HE MARITIME UNIONS simply have to bow to this
progress. It is the one chance to keep this industry in
a healthy and growing state. The International Longshoremen's Association apparently does not understand this as
yet, judging by the course of action the union has pursued
in combating through the courts an attempt by the Grace
Line to submit to arbitration the determination of the
number of dock-workers needed to handle labor-saving
equipment on the company's new passenger ships.

F

T

The MA has assumed an utterly stupid position since
the line has promised to employ any displaced workers
elsewhere ea the piers and has indicated premium pay
will be given to the men who will handle the new specialized
equipment.
This is the kind of labor roadblock we fear as technological progress takes over in shipping. Revolutionary
developments are closer at hand than most people realize.
This was brought out at the hearing held Aug. 21 by the
Maritime Administration and the Atomic Energy Commission to detail latest developments.
It was disclosed, for example, that the first nuclearpowered commercial ship, the Savannah, now under construction, will be outmoded by the time she goes into service in 1960. Recent developments have cut the economic
performance of the nuclear ship to within 5 per cent
of the conventional ship. This will be reduced by an additional 20 per cent within the next few years. While construction costs -now range up to 50 per cent above conventional ships, these too will be brought'down to comparable
levels within a few years.
Bills to aid private industry in developing nuclear ships
will be submitted to Congress in January.In the meantime,
British interests are talking about a 35-knot, 80,000-ton
nuclear commercial tanker and the Japanese have advanced plans for a similar ship of 30,006 tons.
The latest development is a new type ship propeller that
holds the potentials Of exceptionally high speed for commercial shipping.
* * *
ITH CONTAINER SHIPS, improved hatch layouts
and new loading equipment already a reality, the
shipping industry during the next decade will chalk up advances that over-shadow anything that has happened in
the past.
Again we repeat—labor holds the key. It can fight this
trend or it can play ball. It is time for maritime labor
leaders to start boning up on how unions in other fields
have met the problem of progress and solved it to the
advantage of both workers and management.
Management is showing constructive thinking in developing these new type ships. It is up to labor to be equally
New York Journal of Commerce
constructive.
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NLR Rules
For Local 10
In Hire Case
SAN FRANCISCO — The National
Labor Relations Board in a case concerning ILWU Local 10, has reversed
Its trial examiner and found that a
legally operated hiring hall may refuse
to dispatch for future employment a
person who has been justifiably discharged for good cause.
The ruling took place in the case
against Milton Moore, who was dispatched through the Local 6 hiring hall
In the East Bay to a longshore job. On
reporting to the job, Moore got into an
argument with a gang boss and used
vile language against him. The gang
boss fired Moore.
Several weeks later the gang boss
reported the incident to Local 10's
president who wrote to the Local 6 hiring hall asking that Moore not be dispatched again for any longshore work.
Moore was refused referral to any
longshore jobs and filed a complaint
with the NLRB.
On December 17, 1957, the trial examiner issued a report saying that Local 10 had engaged in "certain unfair
labor practices" and recommended that
this be stopped.
The NLRB reversed the trial exam.
iner's report by finding that the hiring
hall was justified in refusing to dispatch Moore for reasons, "unrelated to
union membership or the performance
of union obligations." It pointed out
that the refusal to dispatch Moore "did
not tend to encourage or discourage
union membership." Further that there
was no violation of any sections of th41
National,Labor Relations Act,
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Teamsters and
ILWUHoldAid
Meetings in LA
LOS ANGRIXIS — Meetings between
ILWU locals and Teamsters locals in
Southern California, aimed toward the
elimination of raiding, cooperation in
organizing and mutual support of
strikes and picket lines, are currently
being held.
The first meeting, last week, was between nine local unions of both internationals, and was jointly called by
ILWU Southern California Regional Director Pete Moore and John Filipoff,
secretary-treasurer of the powerful
5,000-member Teamsters Local 208.
COOPERATION PAYS OFF
Filipoff's willingness to cooperate
with other unions, labor observers here
point out, is demonstrated in one instance by his joint organizing drive
with the independent Furniture Workers. At Sierra Furniture Co. a twoweeks strike by Local 208 and the
Furniture Workers ended with increases ranging to 34 cents an hour,
and, pay to the workers for time lost
while on strike.
Earlier this month, the TeamsterFurniture combination organized Trend
Manor Furniture in Pico Rivera, and
signed the company to Furniture's
master contract.

Langston Hughes in S. F.
SAN FRANCISCO — Langston
Hughes, noted Negro writer, will present some of his poems under the auspices of the Poetry Center of San Francisco State College on Friday November
5 at San Francisco Museum of Art,
Civic Center.

Get'Salk Shots Now!
Poliomyelitis can cripple adults

of

any age, as well as children.
If you haven't been vaccinated, get

your Salk shots now.
Even the ,first shot In the series of
three can give some protection against
paralytic polio. During this year's polio
season, people who have already had
one or two shots will get added protection from another.

Local 12 Helps Lead Tax Fight
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A move to tower timber faxes in Coos County, Oregon, and levy higher taxes against the rest of the community
has brought about formation of the Coos County Tax Committee to fight the move. The executive board of the committee is shown above, first row, Roy Hargen, Teamster Union representative; Jack Johnson; Eugene Bailey, president
of ILWU Local 12, and C. R. Neumann, Republican candidate for the state house of representatives. Rear row, J. J.
Geaney, president of the Coos County Tax Association; John F. McKee, North Bend realtor; Ilmar Koivunen, Local 12
member, and Ernest Tomberg, an official of the Woodworkers. Another Local 12 member on the executive board, not
shown, is Henry Hansen.
NORTH BEND, Ore. —ILWU Local
12 has asked Governor Holmes to use
his influence with the state tax commission to uphold the values which
were placed on all classes of property
In the commission's recent re-appraisal
program in Coos Count,y.
The action was a response to fear the
big timber owners in this part of the
state would succeed in getting taxes on
their holdings reduced as a result of

the recent timber tax hearings before
the Commission.
The timber owners secured such reductions some months ago, but these
were rescinded when labor and farm
groups (realizing that taxes on homes

and small farms would be upped to
meet the deficit), organized the Coos
County Tax Committee to protest the
proposed slash. But the timber barons
continued to pressure the commission
to get out from under their share of
the tax load.
The committee, realizing the battle
had only begun, voted to re-form. Eugene R. Bailey, president of Local 12,
was named temporary chairman.
At the initial meeting Bailey charged
that the timber taxation bill prepared
by Clarence Barton, head of the House
taxation committee, "with taking the
burden from the Weyerhauser Timber
Co., but being a far cry from what the

19 Longshoremen
Retire October 1
SAN FRANCISCO — Nineteen
ILWU dock workers will retire on
the ILWU-PMA pension and five
widows will begin receiving ILWUPMA survivor benefits as of October
1, 1958, Henry Schmidt, pension fund
director, announced this week. They
are:
Local 8: Wm. Gilbert, Edgar
Lyons and Eino Tyni; Local 10:
Pedro Gutierrez, Wm. Lutschan and
Roko Mijat; Local 13: Ben Cox, Arthur Gronthal, Carl Nelson and Martin Newland; Local 24: Robert C.
Kangas; Local 31: Frederick Reimann, all on the ILWU-PMA regular
pension plan.
On the disability plan were: Local
8: Joseph Murphy; Local 13: Trinidad Flores, Shirley E. Morgan and
Roy L. Russell; and Loca!„50: Ernest
Manske.
On the open-end plan were: Local
19: E. A. Miller and Local 24: Melvin M. Hemphill.
The widows are: Rosa Barroca,
Hattie Forstrom, Emma Foster,
Mabel Hansen and Nellie Shields.
Retiring on the ILWU-Alaska Pension as of October 1, 1958, were two
ILWU dock workers: Local 62: Karl
Holte and Walter M. McCall.

We Have 1,000 New Laws
—Photo by COOS Bay World.

With Saturday, October 4, the last day
for registration in Oregon, Mrs. Valerie
Taylor, president of the Federated Auxiliaries and a hard working member of
Coos County's League of Women Voters, helps a shut-in at Mercy Home for
the Aged in North Bend to register.

Getting Out the Vote
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WASHINGTON,D. C. — Lawmakers
in the second session of the 85th Congress enacted more than 1,000 public
and private laws, the highest single
year's total since the Eisenhower ad- ministration took office. The Senate
took 200 roll-call votes, the House 93,
in handling this work-load.

public needs." He brought out that
"nearly all of the testimony" before
the STC hearings "had come from the
timber interests," with no one to speak
for the small tax payer; and scored
the Coos County equalization board
with failure to provide data on timber
values at the hearings, "for fear of
putting Evans Products (one of the
timber holders), on the spot."
Other members of Local 12, in addition to Bailey, who are active in the
tax fight are Ilmar Koivunen and
Henry Hansen, who has been named to
represent the tax committee before the
commission.

Local 18 Wins 8c
Boost at Pillsbury
ASTORIA, Ore. — An eight-cent
hourly wage increase has been won by
Local 18 in negotiations with the Pillsbury Flour Mills, Inc., Harry J. Taylor,
business agent and financial secretary,
reports.
Although the contract opening was
for "straight-time hourly wage rate negotiations only, the Company insisted
upon an effort to include a proposal
which would practically have negated
the agreement," Taylor said. He termed
the proposal, which the membership
rejected, a "hangover from an arbitration case" the local won last year.
After extensive negotiations and a
record vote by the membership, the
company tendered the eight-cent
straight-time hourly wage increase. The
agreement runs to the fall of 1960.

Welfare Office Set
Up on Puget Sound
SEATTLE—Delegates to the Puget
Sound Council,ILWU,last week recommended that Margie Haskett be appointed welfare officer to service compensation claims and any other benefits
which will aid members of mwu in
this area.
The welfare office is scheduled to be
set up October 1, on a three month
trial basis and that all locals in the
Puget Sound Council be covered by
this office.
All locals were called upon to adopt
a program to remit to the council 25
cents per member per month to defray
costs of running the welfare office. The
officers of the Puget Sound Council
will serve as a board of directors.
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Strontium 90
In ilk Is
Highest Ever
Wrest The Dispatcher's Washingtee Office).

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Children
and other heavy milk users are now
drinking radioactive poison in the most
significant quantity ascertained 90 far,
according to figures released by the
U. S. Public Health Service.
The report showed that the radioactivity of milk increased significantly
during May, June and July. The contamination is the highest yet recorded
in a year-long study in major cities,
though it was said to be well below
Um permissible limit.
Cause of the increase was not explained in the report, but a Public
Health Service spokesman later said it
undoubtedly was due to the Russian
and U. S. atomic weapons teats this
year.
The Russian series took place in late
February and the month of March,
after which all further tests were suspended. The U. S. tests began ha April and are still in progress.

New Port, New Local

The ocean-going barge Del Norte Woodsman is seen loading !umber at Frankport, Oregon, where new 1LWU Local 35 has been formed along with the
opening of a new port. The last cargo to leave Frankport was in 1902, when this area shipped considerable tan bark
to the California market. Sause Brothers, the towing company, purchased the old port three years ago and redeveloped it into the only privately-owned port on the coast. The company owns six tugs and seven ocean-going barges and
plans to take out at least one cargo of lumber a month. Officers of the new longshore local include Frank S. Davis,
president; Gilbert G. Morse, vice president; John T. Schmidt, secretary-treasurer and Earl H. "Baldy" Hall, dispatcher.

Letter Writer Says Being a Free Rid.er Is a Two Way Street
SAN FRANCISCO — ILWU Local
10's Bulletin recently reprinted this
letter to the editor of a Santa Ana,
Calif. newspaper:
I don't believe a "right-to-work" law
practical, but as there is such a law in
South Dakota, there are a few other
things that could be included in it:
1. If I am a business man, I want to
use all the facilities of the Chamber of
Commerce and the Retailer's Association without belonging to them or paying any dues or fees to them.
2. If I am a manufacturer, I want to
use the facilities of the National Manufacturer's Association without cost.
3. If I am a doctor, I want to be free

to practice medicine anywhere I wish ride the coat-tails of my labor associawithout belonging to the American tions without paying my share of the
Medical Association.
•
expenses, I think the same law should
4. If I am a dentist, I want to be able entitle me to live in a community and
to practice dentistry without belonging enjoy all the benefits of city facilities
to any Dental Association.
without paying taxes to the city. It
5. If I am a lawyer, I want to prac- seems to be the same principle exactly.
tice my profession without hindrance If I can be a free rider of a labor union,
from a state law requiring me to be- I should also be protected by state law
long to the Bar Association.
in my "right" to be a free rider of any
6. If I am an engineer, I do not want collective enterprise, city, county, state
my employment to be contingent upon -or national government. I don't know
my belonging to an Engineers Associa- vkiho will get together and provide these
tion. '
facilities for my free use, but I imagine
7. However, I am just a working it will be the same forward looking
man. But, as the State of South Dakota people, providing them at the present
has a law which protects my "right" to time.

UNPREDICTABLN
The Health Service spokesman said
the unpredictability of the movement of
radioactive fallout through the atmosphere makes it impossible to determine
how much each series of tests contributed to the contamination of the US
milk supply.
Most of the radioactivity in milk is
traceable to fallout deposited on the.
surface of fodder eaten by cows.
tively little is absorbed by the fodder
from the soil during growth.
In the milk sampling study which.
was initiated about a year ago, strontium-90 has been the only fallout poison
present in concentrations that bore
watching.
HIGHEST IN ST. LOUIS
The permissible concentration of
strontium is lower than that of other
radioactive materials because it is longlived and because it lodges in the bones
where it remains for many years, affecting the production of blood cells.
The permissible limit of strontium
contamination has been set by the
Health Service at one-tenth the level of
!so-called safe radioactivity as prescribed by the Bureau of Standards. For
strontium, the permissible coneentrar
tion Is 80 units of radioactivity.
In July, the level of strontium-90
reached 18.7 in St. Louis; 16.3 in Fargo,
N. Dak.; 13.0 in Cincinnati; 10.5 in New
York; 10.2 in Atlanta; 7.1 in Chicago;
4.7 in Salt Lake City; 3.5 in Austin,
Texas, and 3.3 in Sacramento, California.

Notorious Anti-Semite Enlisted for Aid to Knowland Campaign
SAN FRANCISCO — A right-wing
pamphleteer, Joseph Kamp, whose profascist sympathies have long been a
matter of public record, is now openly
Involved in the campaign to elect Senator William F. Knowland governor of
California.
Detailed correspondence betl,Aeen
Mrs. Helen Knowland, wife of the N.publican candidate, and Kamp was revealed last week.
The letter from Mrs. Knowland asked
Kamp to help in her husband's campaign by sending thousands of copies of
a pamphlet attacking United Auto
Worker President Walter Reuther, and
Implying that if Attorney General Edward (Pat) Brown wins the governorship that labor will rule California.
Mrs. Knowland last July, sent a $100
check for 500 copies of Kamp's antiReuther, anti-labor pamphlet titled
"Meet the Man Who Plans to Rule
America."
The letter was written on stationery
of the Oakland Tribune, of which Knowland is assistant publisher, and bore
the Knowlands' home address in the
swank Piedmont area.
At last report Senator Knowland has
not denied that Kamp, who was once
praised by Hitlerites, had joined the
campaign in favor of Knowland.

Mrs. Knowland on July 23, wrote and Help Build a Soviet America." More
than 2 million copies,of that pamphlet
Kamp:
"When I read the pamphlet I imme- were distributed.
The Nazi government at that time
diately recognized it as a powerful message which could actually swing the owned a publishing business, called
pendulum in California if it could be World Service, which recommended
gotten into the hands of millions of pro-Hitler publications to the American
people... the pamphlet is particularly reading public. Kamp's pamphlet
useful here," she added, "because my against the CIO was one highly recomhusband has said, 'I do not intend to mended.
The World Service published a list
let California become another satellite
in Walter Reuther's political empire.'" Of "newspapers and reviews against
Mrs. Knowland ordered 10 thousand Jewish imperialism," and also recommended a paper edited by Kamp, called
pamphlets but in a later letter asked
for at least 100 thousand copies and The Awakener.
In the 1930s a pro-Hitlerite Amerisaid ". .. if Senator Knowland is defeated it will be impossible to prevent can, retired Major General George Van
Walter Reuther from taking over in Horn Moseley, was considered a good
1960, which would mean the end of the presidential campaign candidate by naAmerican system of society and gov- tive .and foreign fascists alike. Kamp
was one of his earnest supporters.
ernment."
Moseley's campaign included such'
What kind of a man is this Joseph
Kamp whom Mrs. Knowland invited to "statements as:
"Democracy, hell! It's nothing but
jump on the senator's bandwagon? And
why doesn't Knowland refute the New communism... we don't want the mob
York Times story of last week that rule of democracy."
Kamp heads up a front organization
Kamp is collecting money from Eastern
millionaires to help subsidize his pam- called the "Constitutional Educational
League'," an organization which Kamp
phlet on Knowland's behalf?
A quarter of a century ago, Kamp refused to discuss before a senate infirst came into prominence with a na- vestigating committee. For his refusal
tional hate -Roosevelt campaign. he earned two conternt citations and
Twenty years ago he wrote a pamphlet one jail term.
The Constitutional Educatkonal
against John L. Lewis, "Join the CIO

League is so far to the right that It
conducted a smear campaign of President Eisenhower and Chief Justice
Warren in 1952. Even Senator Robert
A. Taft, whom Kamp was supporting
for Republican presidential nomination,
was forced to condemn such support.
The recent New York Times story on
Kamp's joining the Knowland campaign, named a number of Eastern millionaires who have been approached by
Kamp for funds for Knowland, including the director of the Du Pont firm, a
former officer of General Motors, the
chairman of the board of Republic Steel
and others.
Last week Democratic candidate
Brown Said Knowland "still hasn't
faced up to the serious moral charge
that he has been using one of the nation's most bigoted pamphleteers in his
campaign," and earlier the New York
Times linked "Senator Knowland and
the Knowland campaign with fascist;
anti-Semitic forces in the East."
While Knowland replied that this was
"smear technique," and a "red herring," it was noted that in a recently
published letter written by Kamp, the
pro-fascist pamphleteer wrote:
"Mrs. Knowland surely isn't doing all
this without his knowledge and approval."
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STAY IN
THE
CLEAR

BODY CLEAR—
Wait until incoming
draft is
shoulder
BODY CLEAR—.
high before
Watch
'
reaching out
overhead
drafts to steady it.
and
stay out from
under.

BODY CLEAR
Push
don't
pull
hanging
loads. -

•

FINGERS CLEAR
Guide pontoons
and beams
by the
lanyard.

BODY CLEAR
Keep,out of the line of
travel of a load and
from
between
the load
and fixed
objects.

FINGERS CLEAR!
Grasp
chocking
by the
sides
so that you
won't get caught
if the load comes
down.

From a safety leaflet issued by
the U.S. Department of LaTOTI
FINGERS CLEAR!
Steady
*kites
with the
flat- of
the hand.

PARTNER CLEAR!
Pass
or
walk
the
hook.

FINGERS CLEAR!

FEET CLEAR
Wear
safety
shoes.'
•

Steady Choker
slings with
hand above
the
bight.

FINGERS CLEAR
Stand well back
when
handling
lines
on a gypsy head:

PARTNER CLEAR!
Don't
drop your
end until
your partner
as ready to
let go.

BODY CLEAR

LEGS CLEAR

Stay out
of the
bight.

Stand back from loads that may
spread open when sling is slacked.

PARTNER CLEAR
Steady a
loose
bridle
until it
is raised above
your partner's
head.

.Antevivactrammork.
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GE goes all
Out for the
Open Shop
SAN FRANCISCO — The big money
has now openly entered the campaign
to put over anti-union laws. General
Electric Company last week announced
that it will spend large sums of money
to campaign in favor of union-wrecking
propositions on ballots in six states.
GE announced it will place "institutional advertising in key newspapers to
explain the corporation's stand favoring open shop legislation.
The line to be taken by GE — and
probably by considerable more big
money from within and without this
state — is that measures like Proposition 18 in California and Initiative 202
in Washington will permit something
called "voluntary unionism" as against
"Compulsory unionism."
STEP UP IN ADS
(In the last issue of The Dispatcher
there was reported an item from Hanford, Washington, in which General
Electric Company was bitterly lashed
by labor for a recent action in openly
urging its employees at the atomic
plant to vote in favor of the Washington state open shop Initiative 202. GE
was charged by the AFL-CIO Metal
Trades Council with "joining hands
with other big companies in Washington . . . to undermine, weaken and
eventually destroy collective bargaining.,,)
With GE's announcement, it was
ncited by observers throughout the
state that a definite stepping up of
advertising in favor of the union-wrecking Proposition 18 appeared in the form
of pamphlets, full page ads and large
billboards. A typical billboard showed
a worker with his mouth closed by huge
ropes and the sign with it spoke of this
man's need for "voluntary unionism."
MISS LIBERTY MISUSED
Typical of the campaign was- another
handout which told workers that their
-vote for Proposition 18 can "... make
you free for your right-to-work." Another item said "Protect your right to
work with your right to vote." Another
typical pamphlet showed the Statue of
Liberty with a light shining on the 18
states which now have so-called "voluntary unionism." Noteworthy is the
fact that virtually every Southern state
has such a law, and with it the lowest
standards of living in the United States.
Other states with the exception of Indiana, are Southwestern and North
Central agricultural states with virtually no industry.
William F. Knowland, running for
governor of California against Edward
(Pat) Brown puts out a kind of comic
book presentation, the front page showing a fine looking young worker sitting
beside an aging Knowland with the
caption "The Worker and Bill Knowland."
Knowland's longstanding anti-labor
record (along with that of his Oaskland
Tribune) is shunted aside and the im• pression given that Knowland is offering the workers a "bill of rights" which
will in some way help workers.
GULF OIL ENTERS
Labor observers throughout the state
are aware that a sudden upsurge of big
money is'pouring into the state and the
results are now being seen in expensive
printed handouts and billboards.
Another major US corporation out
from behind closed doors and announcing it is prepared to spend big money
to fighting labor is Gulf Oil Corporation, which US News and World Report
said last week, sent 161 thousand employees, stockholders and dealers a letter saying:
"If we are to survive, labor's political
power must now be opposed by matching force, and there is no place in the
United States where such a force can
be generated except among the corporations that make up American business."
Local 26 Opens Nominations Soon
LOS ANGELES — Nominations for
all officers, business agents, dispatcher
and executive board members of ILWU
Local 26 for next year will be 'open
from October,15 to 3L
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How Munificently
He Loves Workers
SAN FRANCISCO — The Knowland- for Governor campaign head,:
quarters for Northern ,California
presents a proud preview of things
to come in its individual (non union).
contract with campaign office work-,
ers — who receive from $1.87 t(i.
$2.16 per hour. This is for a forty
hour week, and the contract ,reads,
"... Monday through Sunday at the,
discretion of the campaign man-;
.ager."
To sweeten the offer, the Knows
land headquarters offer a special
overtime wage of two dollars per
hour.
The last paragraph of the contract
reads: "In the event it is necessary
to work more than forty hours in
one week, Knowland for Governor
Campaign Headquarters will pay the
(munificent!) sum of $2.00 per hour
for each additional hour over the
said forty hour week."
One of the handouts being handed
out at headquarters is titled "The
Worker and Bill Knowland."
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Bridges:'We
Must Break
With Past

(Continued from Page 1)
be laid off; more health benefits and
leisure time."
To do this, we "have to intensify our
own solidarity and look at the real
enemy," he said. Sketching"the recently I,MPORTANT internal pressures are
concluded mutual assistance and nondeveloping within the trade union
aggression pact with the Teamster's, movement in the United States — in
and the perspectives for a closer work- fact some people might refer to it as a
ing relationship with the Japanese and kind of rank and file revolution.
other dock workers in the Pacific,
This revolt of the rank and file is
Bridges turned to the situation of labor going on even though.in most cases-it
in general. The unions today are under is beneath the surface and is not
attack on the legislative, political and recognized.
"legal" fronts; and "this is gaining
As a case in point, for the first time
headway," with 'right to work meas- .in many a year,
it seems the rank and
ures on the ballot "north, south and file of,the teamsters is
exerting some
east of this hall."
real pressure.— and the leadership of
This union, Bridges pointed out, has the union is reacting to the pressure.
.a "responsibility to the rest of labor in The lockout in eleven western states
this country — we did not get will We .saw the rank and file in action. Make
won in '34 by ourselves..
no mistake about it, the members of
"We must-also," he said, "remember the teamster locals spoke up sharply
the .workers in other ;lands who are and what they had to say. was imtrying to do" what we did two cen- portant; they were listened to.
-turies ago. when we broke with the
I've had other contacts with many
colonial system ... "So far our only unions recently and it's becoming
answer to them has been to send the clearer to me that the rank and file
Marines ...
revolution is spreading. Real explosions
"If Mr. Dulles has his way, and the are taking place as the ranks press for
(Continued from Page 1)
more benefits, demand better repreOther issues of the strike ay to be 'little war' in China starts," Bridges
sentation—and some of the democracy
warned,
"we
won't
be
allowed
to
sit
,
further negotiated by the parties. Failthey've heard so much about.
ure to reach agreement will invoke the around and decide anything."
The pressure is • on and the labor
auspices of the industrial inquiry commovement will be much healthier as a
missioner.
Law Guild Continues
• result.
"Would say this is good victory for ,Fight for Labor
We in the ILWU should become more
our members," was the laconic underSAN FRANCISCO — President aware of what's taking place and what
statement of ILWU Representative
John Berry in a telegram sent to the Francis J. MCTernan of the San Fran- our place is in these explosive events.
ILWU international office in San Fran- -else° Chapter; National Lawyers Guild, The influence of ILWU has been farreaching; has served as an object lescisco.
•
on being ,informed that U. S. Attorney
son to many trade unionists to whom
The strike, which had solid ranks General William P. Rogers officially rethe general picture was pretty bleak
throughout, was supported by all scinded the proposal to place the Guild
for such a long time.
unions in British Columbia.
on the Attorney General's list of alWe must also admit that the ILWU
has been quite isolated for a long time.
subversive
leged
organizations,
hailed
Honor Local 26 Stewards October, 4
"our vindication after a five-year battle Forces from both within and outside
LOS ANGELES -- Shop Stewards of
the labor movement isolated us; for a
ILWU Local 26 will be honored Satur- to resist the unfair and untruthful ac- long time we were treated as untouchday evening, October 4, with a buffet cusation."
ables. But we got used to the namedinner at the Warehousemen's Build"Heartened by this victory" the Guild calling and didn't let that stop usefrom
ing, 57th and Figueroa. There will be a official said, "we will continue with moving ahead, making gains, trying out
speaker on the so-called right-to-work renewed vigor, our program in the in- new ideas, always with an eye to adproposition and entertainment.
terests of the bar and the people. We vancing the welfare of our members.,—
are immediately concerned with na- always hoping that with: each, of' our
tional
projects to eliminate segregation advances, the rest of the labor moveAnswer to Who Said It
in housing, to maintain the independ- ment would also advance.
Paul Ziffren, Democratic National
ence of the bar, to achieve a compreCommitteeman from Los Angeles,
hensive program of criminal law rebefore the House Ways and Means
form, and to effect wholesale revision I N'RECENT times the name-calling
Committee.
of the iniquitous Taft-Hartley Law.
and red-baiting has worn very, very
thin. Now new anti-labor devices have
come to the fore, and other unions are
under the main attack, while we have
been much less in the public eye.
Attacks on labor now are centered in
that large field that goes under the
name "corruption." And in this arena
ILWU simply can't be touched. The
so-called "corruption" issue oi course
is nothing new. We can remember a
To clear, our shelves of books that cannot be reoi•deeed we are offering,
long time back when the Same corrupwith each purchase of a book, an additional book free. The price of each
tion was practiced by some of the na"dividend" book has been reduced to 25 cents should you wish to purchase
tion's favorite labor leaders — some of
it alone.
the same leaders whom business men
Regular Book List
Price
praised and pointed to with pride and
Author
labelled "labor statesmen."
Paul Robeson •... •• Here I stand
$1.00 (paper)
The reagon some of the most corrupt
Graphic Arts
.
elements were ;called "statesmen" was
Workshop
1958 Art Calendar
1.00
precisely because They took the: labor
Fear, the Accuser
$1.00
Dan Gillmore
movement 'Out o; the hands of:the rank
F.B.I.
3.75
The
Lowenthal
.
and file; stole the democratic rights of
Shape-Up and Hiring Hall
3.00
Larrowe
the ranks; sold the control of the
2.00
The Man Who Never Died
Stavis —
unions to the managers with whom
1.50
Labor's 'Untold Story
they did business..
..
Boyer & Morals
1.00
Man's Worldly Goods
Huberman
That is why we can call some of the
recent events in labor a kind of revolu.50
Youngblood
Killens
tion against the so-called labor states..50
The ILWU Story
ILWU Staff. .
men. 'Rank and file pressures have
caused leaders in many unions which
Pricy
DIVIDEND Book
-Author
have been apart for many years to
Coat. on Economic
cothe closer together.
$0.25
Progress
. The Gaps in Our Prosperity.......
We're becoming more aware again of
.25
False Witness
Matusow
the value of having friends and allies
.25
Out of Ybur Pocket
McConkey
in other sections of labor. Anti-labor
.25
Milltown
Cahn
forces in business and government see
25
Eye-Witness in Indo-China
Starobin
this period as a good time to start movTotal
ing against labor in general. Unionbusting, in a variety of masks, is the
(Name)
order of the day. (The "right-to-work"
(Address)
fraud is the outstanding example. And
(City)
as of this time'it's more serious-than
(Local) •
many realize. It has more than an even

BC Dockers Win
Month Old Strike

ILWU BOOK CLUB
BOOK
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chance of winning and putting a most
powerful weapon into the hands of
those who seek to bust labor.)
The ILWU and the Teamsters have
been able to meet and see eye to eye
on many problems of mutual concern.
Our basis of meeting is to lay aside any
past differences and look honestly at
the only thing that matters after all:
the demands, the needs of the rank
,and file worker. Past differences are
set aside and we work together on a
basis of mutual respect.
The ILWU in such a situation is
highly respected because we don't have
to learn all over again what it means to
go to the rank and file. This is something we have never forgotten; something this union has lived by since its
start.
This record of rank and file democracy has been the source of enormous
strength and, respect recently during
our meetings with other unions. The
strength of the ILWU comes from a
record of a quarter of a century of
rank and file control. Our members
know they have a pork chop stake in
their union and they know their voice
is listened to.
Other unions with whom we have
had dealings may be stronger in numbers, may have a fatter 'treasury and
may be better known around the country. But they look at us, at this point
in history, for leadership; for experience; for a record that is clean. Other
unions are taking a second look at
themselves, doing some real sOulsearching and are starting to look for
answers frep their own rank and .file.

HE RESULT of this new-look is to
encourage- organization of more
workers into trade unions. Jurisdictional beefs seem to have less meaning,
now. Instead of fighting among ourselveS to determine which organization
will organize a = particular group of
workers, we find many union leaders
agreeing that those who can,render the
best service to the rank and file should
do the organizing.
After years of standstill ---- and years
of moving backward — one sees signs
of a revival of an old slogan: "organize
the unorganized." This gives those who
are organized a new,breath of life, a
chance to regain their faith in the trade
union movement, a,nd another opportunity to preach the idea of rank and
file control. The revolution that's taking place in
the trade union movement is not always
easy to recognize. Revolutions aren't
always noisy things, and many of the
pressures of the rank and file are, beneath the surface. 'But, if my own experience is any gauge, I'd say'this thing
that's developing will measure up to
something pretty big. •
-There's one other thing to keep in
mind about revolutions. They don't always move.in the direction you're interested in. They usually start because
there is a lot of discontent. This discontent grows and firtally explodes. But'
this discontent can 'be channelled in
more than one . direction. Knowland
seems to be aWare of this and is hoping
to channel it into a victory for unionwrecking legislation and maybe a Republican victory. Those few who are
around, either inside or outside the
union, who want to destroy the union,
also .hope, to move this discontent in
-their direction.
In the revolt of the rank and file that
is being felt all over the country, it's
up to us, by continuing our own good
record of democratic unionism,.by unifying our forces, by honestly dealing
with our own discontents, to make sure
that the rank and file revolt goes our
way — toward even stronger democratic control.,
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